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Italy

Italy is situated in

Mediterranean Europe and has

a great deal of variety in the

landscape.



Sardinia

.

Sardinia (/sɑrˈdɪnɪə/), in Italian

Sardegna, is the second-largest

island in the Mediterranean Sea

(after Sicily).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:IPA_for_English


The old symbol of Sardinia

The peony is a typical Sardinian flower.



Sardinia The territory

The island is an ancient territory with different kinds of

rocks like the granite or the sandstone.

The entire territory of the island is non-seismic. The island's

massifs and plateaus are separated by large alluvial valleys

and flatlands.



The climate is typical of the Mediterranean. The weather is

clear. During the year almost 300 days are sunny and the others

are rainy, especially in the winter and autumn.

Climate

Sardinia



Sardinia has three international airports connected with the main

Italian cities and many European destinations: Alghero (Fertilia),

Cagliari (Elmas) and Olbia (Costa Smeralda).

Sardinia

Getting to by air



The ferry companies operating on the island are Tirrenia, Moby

Lines, Corsica Ferries, Grandi Navi Veloci, Snav, Sncm, and CMN .

A regional ferry company, the Saremar, links the main island to

the islands of La Maddalena and San Pietro.

By ferry

A nuragic bronze little ship

Sardinia



Nature and landscapes
Sardinia



Sardinia
Nature and landscapes



Necropolis or
domus de janas

Nuraghi and village plan

History and Culture

A giants’ tombNuragic bronze examples

Sardinia



Sardinia

Ancient ruins
Dolmen

History and Culture



The traditional dress is

richly coloured with

embroidery and

jewelry.

Traditional masks
…and traditions



Nuraghe Santa Barbara

Nuraghe Ruju

The nuraghi were probably

built during the Prehistory,

Prehistory



Bosa is placed on the north west coast of

Sardinia. It is the city of the castle and

of the river.

THE CITY: Bosa

GEOGRAPHY

http://www.digtec.com/carta_geografica_sardegna.htm


A view of Bosa

The city of Bosa



Bosa

Bosa has a population of about 8 thousand people.

My city



Views of  the  seaside

My city



My city

Bosa is also the only river side town in the whole of Sardinia. The

river is very deeply connected to the traditions and history of

the town.

The Temo River



The Castle

Bosa is dominated by the hilltop remains of the Malaspina

castle, named also Serravalle Castle, which dates back to 1112.

My city



The Historical Centre

The medieval village is called “Sa Costa” quarter,

one of the most original urban mixes in Sardinia.

The tanneries recall a past (the ninenteenth

century) which gave prosperity from the

economic point of view. Today they are part of

UNESCO heritage.

My city



Agriculture and fishing play an important role in the city economy.

The town is also known as a touristic place. 

Economy
My city



This part of Bosa called Bosamarina is overlooked by a Spanish

watchtower and is located at the mouth of the River “Temo”.

Bosa Marina is known for its crystal clear sea that attracts many

tourists every year.

Bosa Marina My city



On the first Sundays of August

there is a procession by boat in

honour of Our Lady the

Protector of the Sea. The row

of boats accompanied by the

singing of the believers is

spectacular to watch.

My city

Our Lady procession



Bosa is also famous for the

Carnival Celebrations that

take place in February .



Filet and Filigrana

In Bosa people have also maintained and

expanded the old traditions of artistic

craftsmanship.

Handmade filet is a traditional women’s

work.

My city



“Agliata”

It is a traditional sauce used especially in

the past mainly by fishermen who needed

to preserve food for very long periods.

Its ingredients are : garlic , olive oil,

dried tomatoes and vinegar of wine.

Some typical dishes

Lobster is another typical dish of Bosa and Sardinia.



“Malvasia”

There are two kinds of Malvasia :

Malvasia Bianca and Malvasia Nera.

The most widely used is the

Malvasia Bianca.

A typical wine



ISTITUTO DI

ISTRUZIONE SUPERIORE

“Giovanni Antonio Pischedda”



Since 1859 in attendance of the central 
Sardinia Instruction



A strong international teaching 
management



A 500 hectares large farm 



A boarding school for the students



…with comfortable rooms



…a canteen



… a space for studying



… a space for relaxing



 Secondary School focusing on Humanities

 Secondary School focusing on Maths and Science 

 Management, finance and marketing Technical

Institute

 Vocational Institute for Agricultural and rural

development

 Vocational Institute for Catering, Cooking and 

Reception

Five courses of study



Our School organizes also many activities.

❖ PROJECT MUN: every year a delegation of students simulates to be a

delegate of a member Country of the United Nations (O.N.U.), seeking

solutions to various problems through formal and informal debate.

Internationalization of the curriculum: 

our INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS



NHSMUN NEW YORK 2017
AT UNITED NATIONS



NHSMUN NEW YORK 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND COMMITTEE



THIMUN QATAR, DOHA 2017



THIMUN QATAR, DOHA 2017



QATAR NATIONAL CONVENTION CENTER , DOHA



SPIMUN, SAINT PETRSBURG 2016





SAIMUN DUBLIN 2015



❖ LLP (Life Learning Program)

• Partnership Erasmus PROJECTS: to increase the European

dimension of education and promoting transnational cooperation between

schools in Europe.

• LANGUAGE ASSISTANTSHIP



COMENIUS meeting Bosa



COMENIUS meeting Poland

COMENIUS meeting Romania



COMENIUS meeting Turkey

COMENIUS meeting Hungary



COMENIUS meeting Lithuania

COMENIUS meeting Sweden



COMENIUS meeting Spain

COMENIUS meeting Denmark



❖ CULTURAL EXCHANGES

❖ EDUCATIONAL TRIPS in various Capital Cities



Argentine



Australia 



EDUCATIONAL TRIPS 

Barcelona

Athens
Prague

Vienna  


